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Norvic Aero Engines Ltd Supports Islander VCN’s Restoration
The Britten-Norman Aircraft Preservation Society (BNAPS) contacted Norvic Aero
Engines Ltd earlier this year to discuss the possibility of the company being able to
support our project to restore B-N Islander G-AVCN as a high quality static exhibit. The
question of obtaining a pair of Lycoming engines was raised and background briefing
information about BNAPS and the restoration project was provided following a discussion
with Norvic’s CEO, Richard Boddie. The prospect was referred by Richard to Norvic’s
Workshop Manager and Deputy General Manager, Jon Howard, who was asked to assess
what could be done. Jon’s evaluation of what was involved meant that Norvic would be
willing to support our restoration project.
BNAPS now takes great pleasure in announcing that Norvic will make up a pair of “nonfunctioning” Lycoming O-540 engines using available non-flight parts with ex works
delivery scheduled for mid-late 2014.

Typical Islander Lycoming engine
installation

Norvic has a proud history in light aircraft engine overhaul and repair, specialising in
the overhaul and repair of Lycoming, Continental, Franklin, Rotax and Experimental
engines. Norvic works for a broad spread of UK and global customers, ranging from
commercial operators, maintenance organisations, private owners and flying schools to
helicopter operators and scheduled service airlines.
Norvic’s highly trained engineers have more than 150 years collective experience in
engine overhaul and repair, and work to clear quality procedures in the modern engine
shop in St Neots Cambridgeshire.
BNAPS Trustees and Supporters Club members offer grateful thanks to Norvic Aero
Engines Ltd for its willingness to give such significant support to the project. BNAPS is
looking forward to a productive and mutually beneficial working relationship with Norvic
over the coming months through to the “roll out” of the restored B-N Islander G-AVCN
in time for the “Islander 50” event in June 2015 to celebrate the 50th anniversary of the
first flight of the prototype B-N Islander G-ATCT from Bembridge Airport on 13 June
1965.
For more information about the capabilities and operations of Norvic Aero Engines Ltd
then visit www.norvic.com
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Recently Refurbished B-N Islander G-BSPS Visits Daedalus Airfield
August 2013
In August BN-2B Islander G-BSPS was
seen at Daedalus Airfield having been
freshly painted by Airbourne Colours at
Hurn Airport in Cape Air colours ready
for delivery by Cormack Islander
Aircraft to its new owners in the USA
where it will take up the registration of
N520BN.
Cape Air operates a number of third
level routes to islands off the east
coast of the USA and has chosen the
B-N Islander because of its proven
economics, ruggedness, dependability
and STOL capability.

Trislander Gets in on the Act at Southampton Airport
On the occasion of the recent Hawker 2013
commemorative Round Britain flight by
Plane Sailing’s Catalina, G-PBYA, it called by
Southampton Airport on 21 August for a
press call at the start of flight.
An air to ground photo of the Catalina on
the taxiway to the main runway, having
received clearance to depart, revealed a
cheeky Aurigny Air Services Trislander
trying to get in on the act.
(Photo credit Jon Butts and Karl Drage)

Former Blue Islands Trislanders on the move
The two former Blue Islands Trislanders, c/n 366 (G-LCOC) and c/n 1039 (G-BEDP) are
reported as being prepared for delivery to Guyana. The customer is believed to be Trans
Guyana Airways, already an Islander operator for some years.

Trislander G-LCOC seen
at Exeter Airport with
its new registration
mark of 8R-GGA but
still in Blue Islands
markings.
Photo: www.jersey-airportblogspot.com

More B-N Aircraft on the Move

BN-2A-26 Islander c/n 48 (G-AWVY) to Islander Aircraft, Cumbernauld, 30/8/13
BN-2T-4S Defender c/n 4006 (G-SJCH), to Latvia 3/9/13
BN-2A-Mk III-2 Trislander c/n 359 (G-BAXD), to Cormack Islander Aircraft 12/8/13
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VCN Restoration – Looking Ahead
Work on restoring the fuselage structure now nearing completion. Installation of underfloor control cable runs is underway and will be followed by protecting the under-floor
frames and inner skins with Waxoyl ready for the new floor skins to be fitted in place.
Much work has been done to prepare the controls and instrument panels ready for
starting the fuselage fitting-out phase of the restoration project.
2014 is seen as a most critical time for the project as it will require completion of the
major tasks of fitting out work and refurbishment of the existing wing structure and
empennage.
The restoration work plan is being updated ready for review and approval by BNAPS
Trustees. This plan will enable a time schedule and sequence of activities to be sorted
out in detail and will establish the team structure for the next phase which in turn will
require additional BNAPS supporters and volunteers.
Target completion dates for all work areas will be defined and each work area will be
costed in terms of expenditure on materials and consumables and, where necessary,
transportation costs. In addition some of the smaller work items may be “farmed out”
and BNAPS is in contact with several organisations that are potentially able to help.
Restored VCN “roll out for the “Islander 50” event in June 2015 is very clearly in our
sights.
Progress report from Bob Wilson and Guy Palmer covering the period from July to
September 2013 follows.

VCN Restoration Progress Report July – September 2013
The restoration team has made good progress over the past 2 months. The results of all
the hard work to ensure that corroded areas of the fuselage, under-floor frames are
sound and fully protected are now clearly evident and fully reflect the high standard of
the restoration work that is required for the project.
On the electrical side, Bryan Groves has produced the cable harness design for the
instrument panel and internal and external lighting circuits. Bryan has compiled a
detailed inventory of all wanted instruments and electrical components. The instrument
panel will be equipped as far as possible to conform to the original 1967 design when GAVCN was delivered.
The instrument panel has been cleaned up and now undercoated thanks to the efforts of
Guy Palmer and Bryan Groves. The panel is almost unrecognisable now from its original
condition - There is not a lot more that can be done with the panel until it is in place
when fitting out of the fuselage shell gets underway. This work is planned to start
towards the end of September.

Forward section of the fuselage has been
prepared ready for the instrument panel
and controls to be installed

View of the refurbished instrument panel
after having been undercoated.
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VCN Restoration Progress Report July – September 2013 (Continued)
Floor doublers have been de-corroded and repaired and are now etch primed and
undercoated, thanks to Keith Winter and Paul Thomasson.

Etch primed and undercoated floor
doubler ready for re-fitting.

Paul Thomasson and Keith Winter roller
painting one of the replacement floor
skins.

View of the refurbished under floor section with elevator control rod
and control cables installed.
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VCN Restoration Progress Report July – September 2013 (Continued)
Damaged door hinges that had been badly scraped have been repaired. It appears that
the damage had been caused by the fuselage being dragged over rough ground in the
distant past when it was on its side before being recovered to the workshop. Also some
areas of the main wing to fuselage frames and rivets had received significant damage
and are being repaired and the surfaces prepared for etch priming and undercoating.

Guy Palmer attends to damaged door
hinge area.

Baggage bay door aperture surround
refurbished by Pat Gallagher

Keith Winter riveted the cockpit floor skin in place assisted by Bob Ward. The area has
been treated with Waxoyl and the stage is now imminent when the main floor skins can
be fitted. The floor skins have already been drilled, using the old floor skin as templates,
then primed and undercoated.
Pat Gallagher has continued to prepare the LHS fuselage side and baggage bay surround
for etching and Bob Wilson continued with other preparation work on the RHS fuselage.
Following completion of surface preparation the follow on activity will be "rollering" on
etch/undercoat to the fuselage RHS and LHS and roof. The repaired baggage bay
surround will then be refitted. Paint application using rollers has proved remarkably
effective both in giving an acceptable surface finish and avoiding health and
environmental issues associated with spray painting.

McCall Aviation and the “World’s Best Islander Salesman”
McCall Aviation is a privately-owned
air charter company and fixed-base
operator in Idaho. With a fleet of
eleven aircraft, including one Islander,
McCall Aviation specialises in air
charter service to the backcountry and
has a reputation for extremely
experienced and highly competent
pilots
who
fly
throughout
the
wilderness areas of Idaho, Montana,
and Wyoming. The company operates
two hangars, McCall and Salmon,
along with facilities in Stanley and
Boise that provide aircraft and
passenger services.

McCall Aviation’s BN-2B-20 Islander N848MA
(c/n 2210).

Dan Wilson, now in a second career as a McCall Aviation pilot and possibly the
Islander’s best salesman, presents an Islander “walkthrough” that can be viewed under
the following link: http://oddballpilot.com/2013/04/aircraft-walkthrough-mccallaviation-britten-norman-bn-2-islander/
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Islander Gate Guardians in Belgium and Holland
A somewhat different philosophy seems to have been adopted when two of the retired
Belgian Army Islanders ended up as gate guardians as pictured below.
Much thought and effort has
obviously been expended to
create this magnificent gate
guardian for the Dike Farm
Paintball Centre at Maasbree
in the Netherlands. A sort of
minimalist/natural look has
been achieved.
The former Belgian Army
Islander had been in storage
for five years as OT-ALE with
PS AERO at Kesse. It
previously served as an
instructional airframe at
Saffraanberg, Belgium. One is
left with the question “Why
bother”.
This Islander gate guardian is
at the entrance to a Military
base at Bierset in Belgium
and appears to be a much
more workmanlike attempt at
doing justice to an aircraft
that served the Belgian Army
well.
It is almost worth going over
to take a look – shame about
all those useful Islander parts
doing nothing!

Island Airways Islanders in “Missing Man” Flypast

Lake Michigan based Island Airways’ Islanders flew a missing man formation as a mark of
respect following the death of Paul Neumann, a well respected local citizen. Paul was a veteran
of WWII serving as an Air Force combat pilot. He was awarded a Distinguished Flying Cross, two
Air Medals, and a Presidential Citation. A reserve officer, he was recalled to the USAF during the
Korean War, when he served as an Air Defense Command Staff officer.
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Falklands Island Government Air Service (FIGAS)
- Providing a Vital Lifeline for the Islands
FIGAS operates 5 B-N Islanders to 27 destinations and employs 5 pilots, 4 full-time and one
part-time, together with a complete engineering support section. Chief Pilot, Trod Bowles,
provides general oversight of flight operations with an emphasis on operating safely in the
sometimes harsh and ever changing environment.
Trod was offered a trial with Port Vale FC and left the Islands in the summer of 1994 to take
up professional football. However, this did not work out so he returned and decided to apply
to be a trainee pilot and was offered a position with FIGAS in 1995. After a period of tuition
with Air Services Training in Scotland, he returned to the Islands in 1996 and has been
flying with FIGAS ever since. For more of Troyd Bowles story check:
http://51degreessouth.com/no2-pigs-will-fly-and- penguins-too/
The resident population relies on FIGAS for transport to and from Stanley, freight and mail
is carried to and from the remote settlements on a daily basis. Maritime patrol flights are
operated on behalf of the Falklands Fisheries Department which involves flights of up to 6
hours duration often more than 100 miles off-shore over the South Atlantic.

.

FIGAS Chief Pilot Troyd Bowles

FIGAS Islander at Port Stanley Base

FIGAS was established in 1948 and received its first B-N Islander in October 1979. The
Islander has proved well matched to the environment due to its rugged dependability and
its ability to get in and out of the small airstrips dotted around the Islands. Since 1990 the
FIGAS Islander fleet has been standardised on the BN-2B-26 configuration.

Were you there? Can you help?
Some early photographs
have
surfaced
recently
including one showing an
Islander under construction
in the old B-N experimental
hangar at Bembridge.
It is thought that the
aircraft may be c/n 002,
which became G-ATWU, or
more likely it is c/n 003
that became G-AVCN.
If anyone can help with the
aircraft identity, the date
and possibly the identity of
some of the people working
on the aircraft then please
let us know.
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BNAPS Now on the Internet - Courtesy of

BNAPS Books, Prints and
Memorabilia Sales

Ivan Berryman, information about BNAPS including
back issues of BNAPS News can now be found on
Ivan’s website together with his wide range of
aviation prints
www.ivanberrymandirect.com/bnaps.htm

BNAPS Ltd. Books, Ivan Berryman
prints and memorabilia sales are
now
being
handled
by
Rita
Edgcumbe assisted by John Kenyon.

More BNAPS Supporters Club
Members Needed

If you need a current price list or
wish to purchase specific items
offered for sale please contact Rita
on 01983 875790 or by e mail
m.edgcumbe@yahoo.co.uk

If any BNAPS Supporters Club member knows of
someone who would be interested in joining please
pass on contact details to our BNAPS Membership
Secretary, Rita Edgcumbe.
The principal aims of the BNAPS Supporters Club
are “to assist BNAPS to preserve the history and
aircraft of Britten-Norman through member
donations and to provide assistance with the dayto-day operations of the charity” - anyone with an
interest in local aviation heritage is welcome.
As a point of clarification, whilst BNAPS has contact
with B-N Group from time to time, as a charitable
trust BNAPS is a completely independent
organisation.

Forthcoming BNAPS Events
24 September 2013 – BNAPS will be holding an
open meeting at the Propeller Inn, Bembridge,
doors open at 7pm. The meeting will include an
informal presentation including video clips about
progress with the restoration of Islander G-AVCN
and the way forward to “Islander 50” in June
2015.
No admission charge, all are welcome to attend.
BNAPS sales stand will be there plus the raffle and
information about BNAPS and the Supporters Club.
If anyone is willing to give a talk or presentation,
generally on an aviation related topic, that would be of
interest then please contact Bob Wealthy on 01329
315561 or any of the BNAPS Trustees.
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BNAPS Trust
BNAPS is a Registered Charity, No.
1100735, set up to "preserve the
history and aircraft of Britten-Norman
with the support of members’
subscriptions, sponsorship and
donations"
BNAPS registered address is:
The Great Barn,
Five Bells Lane,
Nether Wallop,
Stockbridge,
Hampshire,
SO20 8EN.
Trustees are Peter Graham, Bob
Wilson, Guy Palmer and Bob Wealthy.
Peter Graham is the current Chairman
of the Board of Trustees.

How to contact BNAPS:
Email:
solentaeromarine@hotmail.co.uk
Telephone: 01329 315561
Post:
BNAPS (Dept NL)
c/o The Propeller Inn,
Bembridge Airport,
Sandown Road,
Bembridge,
Isle of Wight, PO35 5PW.

